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Data is the "secret sauce"

to maximise sales, says
S Google ul( country sales
,$ director Martijn Bert-isen.
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And those in Lhe logistics
industry could not agree more. "We thinl<
this is absolutely true," says Nick Hay,
CEO of Fowler Welch. "Understanding
your customers and your operation is the
Iifeblood of any good business and with
new tools and techniques, a whole new
world is emerging within big data.
"We have actively invested in a new

{

generation of Business Intelligence
tools to interpret and analyse our operational and financial data. Struggling
through lines of excel data is a thing of
the past as these business intelligence
platforms present data effortlessly, to
detect trends and spot anomalies and
this will only expand. As the soutces of
data increase, everything from real-time
MPG telematics data from our cabs and
satellite tracking data from our trailers
- the volume of potential data is enormous. Understanding this data is helping to uniock insights to aid efficiency
and customer service."
Mark Wilkinson, supply chain consultant, Indiqo Software agrees saving: "Data
is most definiteh, the 'secret sauce' for
marimising sales. information is alu,avs
ke-,.to supplv chain efficiency. The ear-

lier it can be accessed, the more readable
and usable it is. the more Iil<ely it can be
acted upon for decision making. Doing
this ensures for example, more effective

use of information, better productivity, more streamlined operations, faster
throughput and improved abilityto cope

with seasonality. In effect, it is being able
to achieve more using fewer resources.
Given that marqins in the food industry
are shrinking due to increased competition, currency pressures and the cost of
raw materials, achieving more with less
must be a primary goal."

Logistics and warehousing is all
about service, so to maximise sales,
logistics providers must create value
for your clients. Nagel Langdons gather
huge amounts of data in real time. "So
we are able to present the customer

with

relevant, valuable data relating to their

distribution profile,"explains Scottish
GN{ lVlalcolm Wilde. "To identify areas
rvhere thev could be more efficient and
uitimately add value to their business."

]igsaw's award-winning managed
transport soiutions continue to deiiver
excellent service and value with reduced
conrplexity and costs to cusLomers in
the food, drink and grocery sectors. The
companv's unique business model uti-

lises the resources of eleven regional
nettr,ork Partner Hauliers with .t'iiiaiit.,,,]
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local expertise to create highly
efficient national managed transport
services that combine flexibility and sustainability with reduced complexity and
cost. Having introduced this business
model in zoo3 the company has ensured

its sustainability by building strong
relationships, adding genuine value and
delivering measurable benefts.
Jigsaw MD Andy Humpherson says:
"Today we work with some of the biggest
and best-known food and drink manufacturers - including AB InBev, Bacardi,
Concha y Toro, Mars and Premier Foods.
Many of our contracts are now into their
third, fourth or even fifth generation,
demonstrating that extremely demanding brand owners recognise the value of
working with a specialist logistics partner focused on achieving best-in-class
service levels. The Grocer recognised

ligsaw's performance and innovation

with the award of "Logistics Supplier of
Year zor4", an award of whichwe are par-

ticularly proud."
iForce's continuing success derives
from its unique software which, when

allied with the expertise of its operational management, provides retailers
with an integrated and comprehensive
order fulfilment capability, incorporating
carriage management as well as returns
processing and product disposal.
CEO Brian Gaunt says: "The iForce
suite of software is unique in being able
to offer retailers all ofthese product services, a fact demonstrated through the

company growth story and the retail
brands that trust their service delivery
to the company."

INTER.NET SHOPPING
The rise of online and mobile shopping
means consumers can shop anytime,
anywhere and so have expectations of
greater speed, choice and flexibility in
fulfilment. This has put pressure on
retailers and suppliers to drive efficiency
in the supply chain, as those who put
technology and customers first are more

likelyto see success inthe long-term.
"In order to do this, a real-time view

"This allows transparency between
supplier and customer, giving the customer the feeling of greater control. The
Manhattan system provides end-to-end
product traceability with 99.95% accuracy,
offering our customers peace of mind at
a time where accountability is keyto the
success of the supply chain."
Internet shopping has also completely
changed the types of vehicles used and
the waythey are managed. For example, a
larger number of smaller vehicles are now
used, which means a different approach

to transport planning is required to max-

imise utilisation effi ciency.
Alex Verbeek, Gazeley sen ior vice presi-

dent and managing director UI(, says:
"The age of customers coming to large
stores to buy their goods is evolving
faster than even customers can predict.
Today every supermarket has constantly
to find new more efficient and innovative ways to interact with their customers and ultimately match shoppers with
their shopping be that through home

delivery, click-and-collect services or the
more traditional store presence.
"The challenge now is managing this
increasingly complex supply chain which
goes beyond delivering to a small numberof large stores. The chainis nowmuch
more pyramid-shaped with the bottom
getting wider and wider. A modern supply chain typically requires companies to
manage deliveries to the falling number

of big-box sites, the larger number of
smaller'local' stores as well as last mile
delivery directly to customer's doors.
These changes require flexible warehousing and logistics space that can be
delivered quickly, so that a business can
with its evolving requirements."

keep up

The Aisle-Master cold store model,
which won the zor3 UK FLTA Award for
Innovation, was developed in collaboration with major names in the sector and
as such is engineered to cope with the
demands the cold environment makes
on both machines and operators alike.

Bar code scanners can be used from
within the fully enclosed heated cab

55 Doto is importont
to ensure visibility ocross

widerond longer
supplychoin 99
o

The extreme cold can be unforgiving on

equipment, quickly draining batteries
for example, but the powerful 93o amp

batteries more than counteract this,
enabling the truck to work for prolonged
shifts in temperatures as low as -3o"C.

KEY CHALLENGES

of stock is essential to know what product is available and for which distribu-

specificallyallocated area ofthe
screen which enables operators to carry
out all necessary tasks without leaving

Shoppers themselves are currently influencing the sector through the rise of con-

tion channel,"

the comfort of the warm workstation.

venience. NickHay, CEO of FowlerWelch

says Hay of Fowler Welch.
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says: "The weekly shop is a thing of the
past and consumers are shopping around
for the best deal. This lack ofloyalty and
predictability in shopping habits is puttingpressure onthe supply chain to meet

demand for smaller but more frequent
deliveries, while staying competitive.
'As shoppers adopt more sophisticated

buying practices, the ambient sector in
particular is seeing volume predictability
become more dependent on promotional
fluctuation. In order to meet our customers'requirements, the challenge we face
is to be flexible and reactive in finding
solutions in a fluctuating marketplace."
Wilkinson adds: "Food trends have
resulted in a large number of smallei,
artisan producers. They can struggle
to be listed by large supermarkets who
might be very gleleqted in their products, but who do not want to be accepting
AN ADVERTISINC SUPPLEMENT TO THE CROCER

many sma11 stock deliveries from multicompanies.
"Working through a 3PL or consolidator can add signiflcant extra cost into the
process in an inciustry where margins
are already squeezed and also means
the producer loses an element of control
over their cost management. It is a challenge to balance the need to secure wider
distribution with the loss of control and
extra costs. For many producers, as soon
p1e

as they can achieve a critical mass,

they

take steps to invest in their own IT systems, either on premise or as a hosted

solution in the c1oud. Whilst the latter
is cheaper initially, cost of ownership
is higher long term and this needs to be
carefully considered, to minimise business disruption.

"There is also a big drive to minimise
wastage, not just for perishable food,

but longer shelf life products as well.
Retailers are monitorine shelf life more
closely and there is

a

general expectation

for longer shelf lives, which puts more
pressure on the manufacturer. This is
because they have to ensure they don't
carry stock below the desired shelf life
date range and also they need to launch
new manufacturing initiatives to extend
shelf life naturally, without having to use
preservatives and other additives.
Culina acquired the ambient logistics
market leader Great Bear Distribution
in March and the opening of a logistics
faciiity at Port Salford in April it's been a
landmark year for the Culina Group. "We
started in 1994 serving just one client,"
Said Thomas Van Mourik, chief executive
of Culina Group, "With the acquisition of
Great Bear we are now a f 4oom business
and a massive nationwide operax- i*. ii
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XWk tion employing

over 5,ooo people."
will see

Significant fleet investment

the arrival of roo newMetcedes trucks by
September zoq for Boughey. These will
both reduce fuel consumption and will

further enhance Boughey's commitment
to reducing its environmental impact by
their lower carbon footprint. The provision of such high quality vehicles helps

$HIPPIitrG

to attract the highest calibre of driver.
Commercial director Martyn Nicholls
says: "We pride ourselves on our indepth understanding of our customers'
and employees' needs and our signif,cant
financial investments will enable us to

continue to provide both the very best
service to our customers and a great place
to work for our staff."

STORAGE
Actoss the board, manufacturers can
save time and money and improve on
service by consolidating their processes.
Nick Hay says: "Fowler Welch's ambient
storage facility in Heywood runs a z417
operation which allows this element of
the supply chain to be as reactive as a
temperature controlled chain.
Wilkinson from Indigo Softrvare sa,vs:
"Using a third party can be a good option
here and many companies will choose to
have a flexible overflow solution with a

third party warehouse provider for peak
periods only. For speciality producers,
there is also thq queq-tion of proximity
to the customer.
"For examnle, if you are a small speciaiity cheese producer in Cornwall, the
majority of customers are likely to be in
London, so it will be important to identify a distribution partner located near
to where vour customers are so that the
product can be on the market as quickiy
as possible."
Nagel Langdons Malcolm Wilde adds:
'Availability of warehouse space, particularly chilled and frozen storage varies hugely by region. Yet even in those
regions where demand appears to outstrip supply there has been no significant increase in rates. More collaboration
between companies to utilise excess
capacity at different times of the year is
one way, but with very little differentiation on rates it's difficult for the primary
6 i5 November 2016 www.thegrocer.co.uk
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contractor to achieve any margin to cover
the cost of administering and controlling

any shared storage activity. Arguably

Sewell will deploy Polymer Logistics
products in their multiple convenience
stores. The centrepiece of the implementation is the Marketplace crate. This
attractive wood-effect plastic container
from Polymer Logistics delivers a "farm
fresh" look that catches the attention of
customers and has been proven by other
retailers to boost sales.
Adrian Dale, MD Polymer Logistics UK,
stated: "Withthe appeal of wood andthe
functionality of plastic, the Marketplace
crate has alreadyprovento be highly suc-

Polymer Logistics has announced the
implementation of a range of its retailready packaging (RRP) soiutions by

cessful for larger retail formats such as
Carrefour andWalmart. We are delighted
that.'!ewell on the go' recognises the
potential of our flexible solutions also
for convenience stores."
Practical and pretty, that's what makes
logisitics work and long will t\19 con-

awardwinning "Sewell onthe go".

tinue.

rates need to go up in order to encourage

investment and drive efficiency in the
long term."

And what about storage instore?
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ARE THINGS GOING ROTTEN IN
YOUR WAREHOUSE?
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THAT HAS
THE EDGE

Indigo Software has been supplying warehouse management software (WMS) systems to food and drinks
manufacturers for over 36 years and has
customers in four continents across the

world. Many of the industry's bestknown food and drinkbrands, including
Dairy Crest, Samworth Distribution,
lndigo Softwore Ltd
lndigo House
Belmont Business Pork
Durhom
DH1 lTW
0191 375 6700
www. ind igo. co. u k

indigowms@
indigo.co.uk

Steue Peirce
Business Development

Monoger
Mork leovy
Soles Monoger

Worehouse

Monogement
Softwore Solutions

Greencore and Greene IOng are clients.

Much of the company's success canbe
attributed to the skills and knowledge of
the people behind Indigo, a highly talented team of supply chain consultants,
software developers and management
experts. Clearly differentiating Indigo
from other software companies, its consultants are industry experts with firsthand experience ofthe key issues food
and drinks businesses face. So they are
ideally placed to advise companies on
the best wayto re-organise their logistics
processes and take full advantage ofthe
latest WMS technology available to cut
costs and improve quality and efficiency.
"We always do what we say we are

lndigo provides leading warehouse
manaEement software for many of the top
food and drink companies in the l..lK and
Europe.

Stop youl'warehouse going out 0f date by
talking to lndiEo...
Customers who provide world class
food and drink using our warehouse
management software include:

going to do", says Indigo's MD, Peter
Mclane. "We're a safe pair of hands and

Samworth Brothers

we're reliable. That might be easyfor any
company to say but the proof is in the
pudding andwe have agreat community
of customers willing to act as references

to demonstrate our capabilities."
For companies seeking a WMS solution, multiple components need consideration and the integration of software

GREENE KING

and hardware with existing systems is
critical success factor. 'As competition
intensifies and margins decline, access
to real-time data is more important than
ever. Integration is the enabling element
to achieve this, bylinking ERP withWMS

greencore

a
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systems and other warehouse equipment. Maximising efficiency and decision making accuracy, integration is a key
strength at Indigo and together with our
real-worldfood sector experience, is what
differentiates us as a supplier from other

software companies," siys Peter Mclane,
MD at Indigo Software.
&
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